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Introduction
It is a testament to the brilliance of the earliest biological 

electron microscopists that half a century later, most cell and 
tissue specimens for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
are still prepared using chemical fixation, polymer embedding, 
microtomy, and heavy-metal staining protocols based on those 
developed by Palade, Porter, Fullam, Claude, and others in the 
1950s–1970s [1–5]. These methods remain in use today because 
they provide good fixation and electron contrast, and they 
enable thin sectioning. To perform these protocols, biological 
specimens are placed into vials filled with each chemical 
reagent, followed by manually exchanging reagents using trans-
fer pipettes. Similarly, grids are stained by manually moving 
them between reagent droplets or dishes. However, why these 
fluid-handling methods have remained largely unchanged in 
the modern electron microscopy lab is surprising because fluid 
handing in life science laboratories was transformed during the 
same decades as TEM revolutionized biology. Two leading 
advancements in fluid handling were the introduction of the 
variable-volume pipetter by Gilson [6] in 1972 and the mass-
produced micro-well plate (microtiter plate) invented by Cooke 
[7–8] and commercialized about 1966 [9].

The importance of fluid handling in electron microscopy 
is considerable. Typical TEM specimen preparation protocols 
comprise 20 or more fixative, rinse, dehydrant, and resin 
exchanges. Thus, the process of preparing only 5 different tissue 
samples entails over 200 discrete vial-filling and emptying 
steps. Not only is this tedious, but specimens can be damaged 
by contact with the container, by being accidentally aspirated 
into transfer pipettes, by air exposure when specimens float or 
stick to the vial sides, and when transfers between reagents take 
too long. Specimens may even be lost because many tissues are 
difficult to see when immersed or when they stick to the sides 
of vials. It is also difficult to maintain consistent timing when 
several specimens are being prepared, thus reducing experi-
mental reproducibility. Although automatic tissue processers 
ease this tedium and equalize reagent timing, most such devices 
require cumbersome manual specimen transfers from porous 
baskets into embedding molds. More importantly, automatic 
processors are not able to simultaneously prepare a group of 
specimens with different staining and fixation protocols as 
commonly required in research.

Manual processing can be wasteful of reagent because 
common lab vessels (scintillation vials, microfuge tubes) 
require at least 1–2 ml of reagent simply to keep specimens 

immersed, yet only 7–10 times the volume of a specimen is 
sufficient for each reagent step [10]. Given that biological tis-
sue TEM specimens are typically 1 mm3, specimen volume is 
thus about 1 μ l, and therefore only 7–10 μ l of reagent is actu-
ally required. Thus, reagent volumes consumed in vial process-
ing easily exceed 100 times that required for sufficient 
reaction.

For most labs the process for staining sections on grids with 
heavy metals (or immuno-labels) has also not changed [11–12]. 
Grids are extensively handled using forceps to transfer them 
into and out of grid boxes, onto and between stain droplets or 
other staining apparatuses, back into grid boxes, and eventually 
onto the TEM stage. Because grids are fragile, it is challenging to 
not damage, drop, or lose them. Also, because individual grids 
are not labeled, they can easily be mixed up. It is also difficult to 
obtain identical timing when multiple grids are being prepared, 
thus reducing experimental reproducibility.

This article describes a new capsule-based processing system 
for preparing and handling EM specimens and TEM grids. 
It is based on two types of microliter-volume, purpose-built 
vessels called mPrep™ capsules. Each mPrep/s capsule (micro-
Preparation for specimens) entraps an individual specimen, 
while each mPrep/g capsule (micro-Preparation for grids) 
holds one or two TEM grids. Both mPrep capsule types connect 
to standard and widely used adjustable-volume laboratory 
pipettors in the same manner as pipette tips. This provides for 
efficient delivery of reagents directly to the specimens or grids 
entrapped in the capsules. Once a specimen or grid is inserted 
into an mPrep capsule, it may never require removal except to 
place grids into the microscope. This capsule system eliminates 
almost all specimen and grid handling, greatly reducing the 
potential for damage, loss, or misidentification because each 
capsule is readily labeled.

Materials and Methods
Several mammalian and one plant specimen were prepared 

and examined. Tissues from laboratory rats (Rattus norvegicus), 
Yucatan mini-pigs, and Dieffenbachia (dumb cane) plant tissue 
were prepared using mPrep/s specimen capsule processing 
followed by section staining on grids using mPrep/g capsules. 
Sections of vampire bat brain (Desmondontidae) were stained 
using mPrep/g capsule processing from specimens provided 
after fixation and embedding using conventional methods.

Specimen processing. Rat and pig tissues were prepared 
from fresh specimens provided from other research investigations. 
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3. 1% OsO4 (wt/vol) in Sorensen’s sodium phosphate 
buffer for 1 hr

4. 3 × 10 min washes in deionized water
5. 1% (wt/vol) aqueous uranyl acetate for 1 hr
6. 3 × 10 min washes in deionized water
7. 1 each 15 min washes of 20%, 50%, 70%, and 90% acetone 

in deionized water
8. 3 × 20 min washes in 100% acetone
9. 1:2 Epon/Spurr’s [14] : acetone infiltration for 1 hr

10. 1:1 Epon/Spurr’s : acetone infiltration for 1 hr
11. 2:1 Epon/Spurr’s : acetone infiltration for 1 hr
12.  100% Epon/Spurr’s resin infiltration for 12 hrs at room 

temperature
13.  100% Epon/Spurr’s resin

After the final fill with resin, mPrep/s capsules were inserted 
into an mPrep/bench as shown in Figure 1c, and, without dis-
pensing the resin, the filled capsules were ejected from the 
pipettor. The mPrep/bench is a silicone 96-well plate that tightly 
fits the mPrep/s (and mPrep/g) capsule bottoms to keep fluid 
retained in the capsules. The mPrep/f couplers were then 
removed, and additional resin was added using a transfer 
pipette to fill the mPrep/s capsules to the top. The mPrep/bench 
with resin-filled capsules was then transferred to a 60°C oven 
for ~12 hr in-capsule polymerization. The Dieffenbachia plant 
tissue was prepared similarly except that 2% aqueous OsO4 was 
used for secondary fixation, and the resin was Epon 812 (50% 

Epon 812, 20% DDSA, 20%NMA/
MNA, 10% DBP with 2.5% DMP-10 
accelerator).

Sectioning. The mPrep/s 
capsules with polymerized epoxy 
blocks inside were directly clamped 
in the microtome chuck of a Leica 
U7 ultramicrotome. The block was 
trimmed and faced for microtomy in 
the standard way after first trimming 
away the end of the mPrep/s capsule 
(Figure 1d). Thick and thin sections 
were then cut using a diamond knife.

For light microscopy, 0.5 μ m 
kidney sections were cut and collected 
on glass slides, stained with poly- 
chrome I (methylene blue, azure II, 10% 
methanol, 10% glycerol), and examined 
with an Olympus BH2 microscope 
equipped with a Nikon 700 DSLR 
camera. For TEM, 70 nm sections were 
collected on 200-mesh Cu grids. One or 
two grids were then inserted and stored 
in labeled mPrep/g capsules (Figure 2a), 
and the capsules in turn were stored in 
an mPrep capsule grid box (not shown) 
until staining.

Grid staining and TEM exami-
nation. Grid-containing mPrep/g 
capsules were connected via mPrep/f 
couplers to a single-channel pipettor 
(Figure 2b) or to an 8-channel Gilson 
Neo P8X200N Pipetman (Figure 2c). 

Rat kidney was perfusion fixed, excised, immersed in 
Karnovsky’s fixative [13], and then refrigerated until subse-
quently it was fully processed. Pig heart and skin samples were 
rapidly excised after euthanasia, immediately immersed in 
Karnovsky’s fixative, and refrigerated until subsequently pro-
cessed. Tissue specimens were then cut into 1 mm3 pieces suit-
able for TEM preparation and entrapped into mPrep/s cap-
sules between the 300 μ m pores molded into the capsule 
bottom and the removable screen, which also has 300 μ m 
pores (Figure 1a). The capsules were then attached to a 
12-channel Gilson Neo P12X200N Pipetman (Figure 1b) via 
mPrep/f filter couplers, which prevent accidental drawing of 
reagents into the pipettor. To identify each specimen, adhe-
sive labels were attached to each capsule. The labels used in 
this study (provided with mPrep capsules) included both a 
computer-readable 2D (datamatrix) barcode and human-
readable alphanumeric characters.

Tissue was processed by simultaneously aspirating 100 μ l 
of each reagent from polyethylene reservoirs (troughs) into 
all capsules. The pipettor was held upright with the capsules 
resting in the reservoir for the designated reaction time using  
a lab stand. The reagent sequence was:

1. Fresh Karnovsky’s fixative for 1 hr (to ensure full fixation 
after tissue cutting)

2. 3 × 5  min washes in Sorensen’s sodium phosphate buffer

Figure 1: Tissue processing using mPrep/s capsules: (a) Empty mPrep/s capsule. The arrow indicates the 
location for entrapping specimens between the capsule bottom with 300 μ m pores, and the removable, adjustable 
300 μ m pore screen. For clarity no specimen is shown. The tool to insert and remove the screen is not shown.  
(b) Twelve labeled mPrep/s capsules [s] attached to a 12-channel Pipetman held above the reagent reservoir. Each 
mPrep/s capsule contains a ~1 mm3 specimen and 100 μ l reagent (en bloc uranyl acetate). Capsules are connected 
to the pipettor via an mPrep/f filter coupler [f]. (c) Twelve mPrep/s capsules filled with epoxy and inserted into the 
mPrep/bench just prior to ejection from the pipettor. (d) mPrep/s capsule clamped into a microtome chuck with 
the capsule trimmed away to expose the epoxy-embedded tissue. The arrow shows the faced epoxy block ready 
for sectioning.
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With the 8-channel pipettor, 16 grids were simultaneously 
stained by aspirating 35 μ l of reagent into each mPrep/g capsule 
from a reagent reservoir (Figure 2c), following this protocol:

1. 2.5% (wt/vol) uranyl acetate in 50% ethanol for 14 min in 
the dark

2. Deionized water rinses: 24 rapid aspiration and dispense 
rinses (~2 seconds/cycle) were done with fresh water, 
with the water replaced after every 8 rinses.

3. Reynold’s lead citrate [11] for 9 min. Note that because 
grids were inside mPrep capsules, no hydroxide (NaOH) 
pellets were used, as commonly practiced with droplet 
staining to reduce carbon dioxide exposure that can lead 
to lead precipitates [12].

4. Rinses with deionized water as above
5. The mPrep/g capsules were removed from the pipettor 

after dispensing the final rinse water.
6. Most grids were air dried in the mPrep/g capsule. When 

faster drying was required for immediate TEM imaging, 
extraneous water was wicked from grids by inserting  
a wedge of filter paper into the capsule and touching the 
paper where the grids contact the inside of the capsule.

Grids were examined at 80 keV in a Philips CM120 TEM 
and an FEI Tecnai 12 for rat and pig tissues. A JEOL 1200EX 

Figure 2: TEM grid staining using mPrep/g capsules: (a) mPrep/g capsule with two copper grids inserted. Forceps tips are visible to right. (b) mPrep/g capsule with 
grids filled with uranyl acetate stain [g] attached to a single-channel pipettor via an mPrep/f coupler [f]. (c) Eight labeled mPrep/g capsules containing a total of 16 grids 
attached to an 8-channel Pipetman via mPrep/f couplers. Capsules are above a reagent reservoir filled with uranyl acetate stain.

Table 1: Process and reagent efficiency to fix and embed 
12 specimens using mPrep/s and vial processing.

Manual 
Operations

Reagent 
Consumed (ml)

Process or Operation mPrep Vial mPrep Vial

Place specimens into 
mPrep/s or processing 
vials 12 12 – –

Karnovsky’s fix 1× 1 12 1.2 12.0

Sorenson’s buffer 3× 3 36 3.6 36.0

Osmium tetroxide 
buffer solution 1× 1 12 1.2 12.0

Deionized water 3× 3 36 3.6 36.0

Uranyl acetate 1× 1 12 1.2 12.0

Deionized water 3× 3 36 3.6 36.0

Graded acetones in 
water 4× 4 48 4.8 48.0

100% acetone 3× 3 36 3.6 36.0

Graded epoxies 3× 3 36 3.6 36.0

100% epoxy 2× 2 24 2.4 24.0

Transfer specimens 
into embedding molds 1 12 0 12.0

Additional resin into 
mold and insert label* 12 12 1.2 12.0

Total User Operations 
and Reagent 
Consumed 49 324 30.0 312.0

*mPrep includes optional “topping off” of capsules with additional resin and 
optional insertion of a label into resin prior to curing. Vial assumes 2 ml resin 
per embedding in flat or BEEM-type molds.

Table 2: Process efficiency to stain 16 grids using mPrep/g 
processing and droplet staining.

Operation
mPrep/g capsule 

operations
Droplet 

operations

Place grids in capsule  
or grid box 16 16

Uranyl acetate stain 1 16

Water rinses 1 16

NaOH pellets setup
Not necessary, 
sealed capsule 1

Lead citrate stain 1 16

Water rinses 1 16

Wick off excess water 16* 16

Store grids in box
Already in  

storage capsule 16

Total User Operations 20 or 36 113
*Wicking off excess water is optional with mPrep/g processing, hence the 
range in total user operations.
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was used for the Dieffenbachia specimen and a Hitachi H-7600 
for the vampire bat brain.

Measuring reagent consumption and labor efficiency. 
Reagent consumption for mPrep processing was compared to 
common vial and transfer pipette methods. The reagent consumed 
for processing 12 tissue specimens with mPrep/s capsules was 
measured with the pipettor. Reagent that would have been used in 
standard vial processing was calculated assuming 1 ml per reagent 
exchange. The reagent consumed for grid processing was not 
compared because mPrep/g capsules use 17.5 μ l per grid (two grids 
in one 35 μ l capsule), which is similar to typical droplet volumes of 
25–100 μ l per grid. The labor efficiency for processing 12 specimens 
and 16 grids was calculated by counting the number of physical 
operations required for mPrep capsule processing and the number 
of physical operations that would be used for vial tissue processing 
and droplet grid staining, as enumerated in Tables 1 and 2.

Results
Images of processed tissues. Three mammalian tissues and 

resultant sections on grids were entirely prepared using mPrep 
capsule processing. Figure 3 shows rat kidney imaged with LM 
and TEM, and Figure 4 shows pig heart and skin tissue. These 

micrographs indicate good tissue 
fixation and uniform staining. Figure 
5 shows vampire bat brain sections 
stained using mPrep/g processing 
that exhibit uniform staining 
without precipitates. Figure 6 shows 
Dieffenbachia prepared using mPrep/s 
and mPrep/g capsule processing by 
technical college students learning 
electron microcopy. This specimen 
also shows good fixation and uniform 
staining.

Labor efficiency and reagent 
consumption. The method for pro-
cessing tissue with mPrep/s capsules 
was described in the Materials and 
Methods section of this article. The 
most commonly repeated steps were 
the 24 fluid reagent exchanges from 

fixative to final resin (Table 1). As shown in Figure 1, all these 
reagent exchanges were performed simultaneously by immersing 
the bottom ends of 12 mPrep/s capsules into reagent-containing 
reservoirs and operating the pipettor. Final embedding was 
achieved by simultaneously inserting all 12 resin-filled capsules 
into the silicone bench holder prior to transfer into the curing 
oven. Compared to vial processing, the number of manual 
operations was reduced 7-fold, from 324 to 49 operations with 
mPrep capsule processing. The total reagent consumed in prepar-
ing 12 specimens with mPrep/s capsules was 30 ml, compared to 
312 ml calculated for vial processing, providing a 10-fold reduc-
tion (Table 1). Table 2 shows that simultaneous staining of 16 
grids with mPrep/g capsules required as few as 20 operations, 
compared to over 100 calculated for droplet staining.

Discussion
Conventional processing methods are well established. Thus, 

the mPrep capsule methodology introduced here will be dis-
cussed in relation to these known methods.

Quality. As shown in Figures 3–6, with mPrep capsule pro-
cessing all specimens were well preserved and stained cleanly 

Figure 3: Rat (Rattus norvegicus) kidney tissue prepared using mPrep/s and mPrep/g capsules. (a) Rat kidney section stained with polychrome I, transmitted light 
microscopy. Image width about 100 µm. (b) Rat kidney TEM image from the same block as the light micrograph. The box indicates the region shown in Figure 3c. 
(c) Rat kidney TEM image at higher magnification.

Figure 4: Porcine tissues entirely prepared using mPrep/s and mPrep/g capsules. (a) Porcine heart TEM showing 
myofibrils in various orientations and mitochondria. (b) Porcine skin TEM.
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and intensely. This is expected because the chemistry of 
sample preparation and staining were unchanged; only the 
devices used for delivering reagents and the reagent volumes 
were different. With mPrep capsule processing there is also 
the ability to improve quality and experimental reproduc-
ibility. This is because mPrep capsule pipetting provides 
simultaneous reagent delivery to multiple specimens thus 
providing identical reagent reaction times for all specimens. 
Secondly, because reagent exchanges occur very rapidly  
(≤1 second), the potential for accidental air drying that can 
occur with vial processing is nearly eliminated. Thirdly, 
because specimens are safely entrapped, the potential for 
damage caused by the specimen sticking to the side of vials, 
floating on the reagent surface, or being accidently sucked 
into transfer pipettes, is eliminated. Similarly, because grid 
handling is nearly eliminated, the probability for grid dam-
age or loss is reduced, while simultaneous staining improves 
reproducibility.

Reagent efficiency. Because mPrep/s capsule volume is 
sized for TEM specimens, specimen processing only required 
30 ml for 12 specimens (2.5 ml per specimen), as compared to 
a calculated reagent consumption of 26 ml per specimen for 
vial processing based on using only 1 ml per each vial reagent 
exchange (Table 1). This 10-fold reduction is substantial, 
yet it could be further reduced because as little as 10 μ l per 
reagent exchange can be used with small specimens entrapped 
at the bottom of the capsules. Thus, the potential to reduce 
consumption by about 100-fold exists, which is especially 
desirable with expensive reagents such as antibodies, gold 
labels, or toxic compounds.

Operational efficiency. Simultaneous processing with 
multi-channel pipetting not only can improve reproducibility, 
but also can greatly reduce labor operations (Tables 1 and 2). 

Note that the simple counting of operations in Tables 1–2 
does not fully characterize the improved operational ease. 
For mPrep reagent exchanges, minimal attention is required 
because specimens and grids are safely encapsulated, and 
only a simple depression of the pipettor aspirate-dispense 
button is required. With mPrep/s capsules, specimens are 
only directly handled when inserted into the capsule and 
when the block was prepared for sectioning. Sectioning 
preparation is also easier because mPrep/s capsules are 
directly chucked into the microtome and faced through the 
capsule (Figure 1d). With respect to grid processing, grids 
are only handled when they are inserted into an mPrep/g 
capsule and when removed from the microtome to insert into 
the TEM stage, thus greatly reducing operator attention in 
comparison to most staining methods. An additional effort 
reduction is that Prep/g capsules reduce air exposure so that 
lead citrate staining does not require hydroxide pellets to 
sequester carbon dioxide [12].

Enabling multiple protocol processing using microtiter 
plates. In the present study, specimens and grids were processed 
using multi-channel pipettes with reagent drawn from a single 
reagent reservoir (Figures 1b and 2c), thus all specimens and 
grids were processed with the same reagents. However, by using 
the innovation of the 96-well microtiter plate [7–9], it is just as 
easy to deliver different reagents to each of the mPrep capsules. 
This is simply achieved by placing different reagents, titrations, 
or stains into individual microtiter wells, and by using an 8- or 
12-channel pipettor to draw reagents into mPrep capsules from 
different wells. This is shown in the Application Notes section 
of the Microscopy Innovations website where a template can 
guide protocols such as immuno-labeling [15]. This template 
methodology can be extended to many specimen or grid 
applications, such as the study where McClain simultaneously 

Figure 5: Vampire bat (Desmondontidae) brain prepared using mPrep/g grid 
staining.

Figure 6: Dieffenbachia (dumb cane) prepared using mPrep/s and mPrep/g 
capsules.
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evaluated 16 different tissue fixation, embedding, and staining 
protocols [16].

Conclusion
The mPrep capsule processing method can improve the 

ease, efficiency, and reproducibility of TEM and SEM sample 
preparation protocols. Capsule processing can provide advantages 
that include identical and simultaneous preparation to increase 
reproducibility, to provide ten-fold or greater reduction of reagent 
consumption, and to afford a similar reduction in technician 
effort. This report shows that efficient processing, producing 
quality results, was achieved by multiple labs in three different 
institutions.
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